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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the invention of the MP3 file format, people can 

share their collections of music more easily than ever 

because of small file size. With the introduction of peer-

to-peer (P2P) networking, the potential for media sharing 

is enormous. This situation has the music industry scared, 

and they claim that it has dramatically affected album 

sales. As an alternative to P2P, pay-for-play 

downloading—a legal form of MP3 distribution--may prove to 

be the music industry's redeemer, and help it increase 

sales. Many of the sources used throughout this thesis 

include online material and current periodicals because the 

issues presented are fairly new and ever-changing. 

This thesis examines how the music industry has been 

affected by pay-for-play downloading. The second chapter 

will look at a brief history of the development of the MP3 

file format and P2P networking as well as the Recording 

Industry Association of America's (RIAA) legal wranglings 

over the sharing of copyrighted material. It will also 

look at recent alternatives to file sharing such as pay-

for-play downloading. The third chapter will analyze album 

sales in the past decade and reasons for changes in sales 



numbers. It will also examine the viability of pay-for-

play as a profit-restoring medium. Chapter four will 

discuss the quality of popular music along with possible 

methods of improvement. Chapter five will discuss current 

and possible future strategies that the music industry may 

use to market its commodities (artists and music). 

Finally, the conclusion will present ways in which the 

music industry can learn from the events surrounding file 

sharing and pay-for-play downloading, and how in the future 

the same mistakes might be avoided. 



CHAPTER II 

TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

What Is the MP3 File Format? 

In the early 1990s, the Motion Picture Experts Group 

(MPEG) developed a new way of compressing audio data, the 

MP3 file format. The newly developed file type is an 

acronym for MPEG-1 Layer 3 Audio. MPEG-1 was one of the 

first standards for the compression of video and audio 

data. Layer 3 refers to it being the third type of audio 

encoding developed within the MPEG-1 standard. Layer 1 

audio has the least latency in encoding, meaning the 

processing time required is very low, making it ideal for 

direct recording (Hall 40). In contrast. Layer 2 audio has 

a more advanced system for encoding and is primarily 

associated with DVD and Video CD. Layer 3 adds elements 

for more efficient compression. 

The MP3 compression algorithm uses a multi-step 

process. The first uses a 32-band filter, which "[matches] 

critical bands of the ear so that each band more closely 

matches the frequency regions where the ear will experience 

masking" (Hall 42). Masking—when certain frequencies are 

covered up or absent from the sound—makes the music sound 

hollow or empty. The encoder then matches the frequencies 



through a process known as Modified Discrete Cosine 

Transform (MDCT) processing. Next, the MDCT data is 

combined with a psychoacoustic analysis of the audio data 

allowing the encoder to create a very accurate 

representation of the sound. As a result of dropping audio 

bands in which the energy is below the threshold of 

hearing, a smaller data file can be created. 

The encoder then quantizes the remaining bands, which 

subdivides the band into measurable amounts of data, and 

the lowest possible resolution is applied to those bands. 

The bands, rendered at various resolutions, are assembled 

to allow for a constant bit stream. This stream is split 

into frames and combined with decoding information such as 

the bit-rate, band information, along with song information 

(title, artist, album, etc.)—also called an ID3 tag—to 

complete the MP3 encoding process. While this can sound 

very complicated and scientific, most MP3 software programs 

do this easily and quickly. Because of the ease of making 

MP3s, sharing them between computers has become both 

practical and commonplace. 

What Is a Peer-to-Peer Network? 

The idea of sharing digital information is the basis 

of the Internet and the World Wide Web. One early and very 







Why does the RIAA feel compelled to seek out the users of 

these P2Ps and file lawsuits against them? In one word, the 

answer is copyright law. For the most part, the record 

companies own the audio material transferred over these 

networks (MP3's in particular). Someone owns the rights to 

music (Grammy-Award-winning and otherwise), whether it is 

the artists themselves, producers, managers, corporations, 

etc. The point is that a copyright gives the owner sole 

use of the material. When buying a CD or recording of some 

kind, one secures the right to listen to the music. 

Similarly, when an artist decides to record another 

artist's work (commonly known as a cover) the borrower pays 

royalties to the copyright owner for use of the material. 

Therefore, downloading this copyrighted material without 

charge is considered theft. 

Bear in mind some material is distributed freely and 

is therefore legal to download. MP3.com is the most 

prominent example of freely distributed music. Typically, 

musicians trying to be discovered and/or looking for an 

audience can post their material for download. Because 

some material is legal to download, networks like FastTrack 

and Gnutella are inherently legal, and can therefore exist 

within the confines of copyright law as stated in the 

http://MP3.com


Digital Millennium Copyright Act. This is supported by the 

April 25̂ "̂  2003 U.S. District Court ruling stating that 

Grokster and Morpheus (FastTrack networks) cannot be held 

accountable for the illegal actions of their users, because 

the networks have no direct control over the content of the 

information being shared (MGM). However, because of the 

nature of most of the download activity, the RIAA seeks to 

shut these networks down. One obvious solution might be if 

users of these programs paid royalties for the copyrighted 

material however, then the downloaded material would become 

legal. 

What Is a Pay-for-Play Downloading Program 

Many companies have developed a way for consumers to 

pay for downloads as an alternative to Napster, Gnutella, 

KaZaA, and other P2P clients. Known as pay-for-play 

downloading, this method allows for either a one-time fee 

for each download or a monthly access fee to the server. 

The advantage of this would be that the user only pays for 

the tracks in which he is interested without the burden of 

the undesirable 'b'-side tracks (the track on the opposite 

side of a vinyl record single). Either way, royalties can 

be paid to the owners of the copyrighted songs, and. 



therefore, violations of copyright law are avoided when the 

song is downloaded. 

Examples of these pay-for-play downloading programs 

include Napster 2.0, iTunes, and the retail super-giant 

Wal-Mart's online store. After the RIAA initially shut 

Napster down, Roxio (one of the larger producers of CD-

authoring software) bought Napster's program rights. As of 

September 2004, Napster 2.0 claimed to have a list of over 

700,000 tracks available for download at 99 cents per song 

or $9.95 per album. Napster 2.0 also allows customers to 

pay a monthly fee of $9.95 for unlimited streaming, 

customizable radio stations, and much more. The major 

drawback to Napster 2.0 is that it will not work directly 

with the increasingly popular iPod Apple Computer's popular 

MP3 player. 

Released in 2001, iPod features a built in hard drive 

designed primarily to store music. It became an instant 

success for Apple, due to its sleek design and ease of use 

(Goodell 33). iPod was designed to sync with iTunes a 

software program designed to rip (convert CDs to MP3 

files), organize and play MP3s and other audio files. 

Originally designed for Macintosh Operating Systems, Apple 

released a Windows compatible version in October 2003. A 



major advantage of iTunes is that the iTunes store is an 

integral part of the program. Apple boasts over a million 

downloadable songs also for 99 cents per song and $9.99 for 

most albums. 

The retail super-giant Wal-Mart got its hand in the 

MP3 download action with the release of its own MP3 store 

in late 2003, with a lower price of 88 cents per song. 

While these companies claim to be operating at a loss, one 

cannot ignore the overwhelming success of pay-for-play 

downloading, with estimates of 80 million downloads for 

2004 as of 12 September ("Market Watch" 65). 

While this number translates roughly to 80 million 

dollars, the RIAA still claims that the industry is losing 

money on music sales. In the next chapter, sales records, 

primarily from the RIAA itself and from Billboard, will be 

analyzed to determine if pay-for-play downloading can in 

fact redeem the music industry's sales. 
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CHAPTER III 

EFFECT ON MUSIC SALES 

File Sharing Caused a Drop in Profits 

The RIAA claims that drops in CD profits are tied 

directly to illegal downloading, which is the reason for 

continuing litigation. Indeed, a cursory glance at these 

figures supports this explanation. 

According to the RIAA, 938.9 million CDs were shipped 

in 1999, an increase of 89.5 percent from their 1993 figure 

of 495.4 million (RIAA "2002 Year End"). Between 2000 and 

2003, however, total units shipped dropped 20.9 percent 

from 942.5 million to 745.9 million (RIAA "2003 Year End"). 

The RIAA claims that illegal downloading of music has been 

the sole cause of their loss (Krulwich). 

Illegal copies of music existed before the advent of 

the MP3; however, the scale on which these illegal copies 

existed was miniscule when compared to the nation-wide 

legitimate sales. Before the digital age, people would 

simply make of copy of their favorite music on a cassette 

tape for their friends. With the introduction of the 

Digital Audio Tape (DAT) in 1987, which provided perfect 

copies, the music industry fought to limit its commercial 

uses and succeeded (Wikipedia). With the development of 
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the CD, people could make cassette tapes from the CD. 

Since a CD's quality does not degrade over time, the 

quality of the tapes copied from them was always the best 

when compared to a copy made from an old tape. When the CD 

burner came into existence, the RIAA protested because of 

the quality of the copies that could be made. The MP3s' 

advantage to quickly and easily distribute has the music 

industry scared because the small file size makes it easy 

to move between computers. 

Before MP3 caught on, most of the file formats for 

music produced very large files. The WAV file and Apple's 

AIFF are simply digital representations of the sound wave 

of the music and uses little or no compression. This makes 

these files very large. In the days where the WAV was the 

primary file type, many people simply did not store music 

on their computers. The technology of the time allowed for 

relatively little hard drive space (compared to today). If 

people stored music on their hard drives, there would be no 

room for anything else. A CD contains roughly 650-700 

megabytes (MB) of information, and the average hard drive 

in 1997 could only contain about 2000MB or 2 gigabytes 

("Cost"). With the introduction of data compression, file 
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sizes were reduced and digital music storage became more 

feasible. 

The limitations of technology before the introduction 

of Napster (large files sizes and small hard drives) 

combined with the negligible threat of CD copying prompted 

little concern from the music industry as a whole. The 

lack of action on the industry's part proves this. 

However, the development of the MP3 format, specifically 

the illegal distribution of it, has been perceived to be 

very threatening to the music industry. 

After Napster shutdown in July 2000, KaZaA along with 

other FastTrack networks took its place. In 2002 "a 

reported 60 million users in at least 150 countries" had 

been downloading material from KaZaA ("Download Spiral"). 

That October, the RIAA sued KaZaA for profiting from 

copyright infringement. However, since the parent company 

of KaZaA had no business dealings within the United States, 

the company asked for and was granted dismissal by the U.S. 

District Court. The RIAA changed their angle by going 

after the American users of the KaZaA software. This tactic 

was based on the April 25, 2003 hearing that found that the 

FastTrack P2Ps are not liable for the material shared on 

their networks. In the ensuing months, the RIAA sued 

13 



hundreds of KaZaA users for their substantial collections 

of MP3s (CBSnews.com). 

According to both CBS and MSNBC, the number of people 

sharing and/or downloading illegal copies of music dropped 

by fifty percent between June 2003 and January 2004. Those 

users still wanting to download their music turned to the 

legal alternative: pay-for-play downloads. According to 

Nielsen SoundScan data for the week ending October 2 6, 

"Digital download sales outpaced physical singles 857,000 

to 170,000" (Garrity, "Digital"). Although the sales of 

single CDs have been declining over the last few years, the 

dramatic increase in legal downloads shows that consumers 

are willing to pay for downloads. A survey conducted by 

Ipsos Insight (a marketing research company) shows that 

37.6 percent of the people surveyed would prefer a pay-for-

play download option to a subscription ("How U.S. 

Downloaders"). That number is an increase from 19.2 

percent in a previous survey, which included a P2P option. 

Refusal to Meet Online Competition Contributes to Losses 

As stated earlier in the chapter, the RIAA currently 

claims that their loss in sales is due to illegal 

downloading. However, the apparent success of the RIAA at 

deterring many consumers from using P2Ps to obtain their 
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music illegally raises questions about the continuing 

decline of CD sales. A simple analysis of the statistics 

available on the RIAA website shows that the average price 

of a CD has steadily increased since 1996 when average 

price was $12.75. In 2003, the average price was $15.06. 

According to inflation, this increase is natural ("CPI"). 

However, if demand for CDs was on the decline, as can be 

shown by the success of P2Ps and pay-for-play downloading, 

and loss in sales; then the law of supply would infer that 

the music industry might lower CD prices. In addition, the 

cost of producing a CD has decreased ("CBSnews.com"). 

Costs of equipment (computers, software, CD burners, etc.) 

have declined as well. Pay-for-play eliminates the need 

for a physical product and even money invested in CD 

artwork. 

Next, consider the scope of the sales over an 11-year 

period. In 1993, record companies shipped 495.4 million 

CDs (RIAA "2002 Year End"), and in 2003, they shipped 745.9 

million (RIAA "2003 Year End"). That is a 50.6 percent 

increase over the last 11 years. Similarly, shipments in 

2000 were at an all time high of 942.5 million units, which 

signifies a 20.9 percent decrease over the last 4 years. 

It seems illogical that the RIAA would spend millions of 
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dollars on multiple party lawsuits to try to redress 

losses. The Gross Domestic Product saw some of the biggest 

increases in the late 1990s, according the Bureau of 

Economic Analysis (BEA); since then, the increases have 

slowed dramatically ("BEA News Release"). This means that 

consumers had more money to spend on entertainment, 

specifically CDs, in the late 90s than they do now. In 

addition, from 1993 to 2000 38.2 percent of consumers 

switched from buying cassettes to buying CDs and replaced 

old cassettes (RIAA "Consumer Profile"). The combination 

of these factors does not support the claim that the music 

industry's losses are solely due to illegal downloading. 

The steady increase in CD prices along with the dearth 

of quality albums (which will be discussed in the next 

chapter) has prompted possible buyers to seek other mediums 

to obtain their music. The cheapest alternative to buying 

CDs is installing a P2P on one's home computer and 

downloading away. However, in light of the action of the 

RIAA against the users of P2Ps, many people have turned to 

pay-for play downloading. 

Pay-for-Play Has Cut Losses 

The actions of companies like Apple, Roxio, and Wal-

mart—owners of 3 major MP3 stores--have helped record 

16 



companies cut the losses from CD sales. While the margin 

may not be very large (one percent of sales), selling 

downloadable music is becoming more and more profitable. 

According to an article in PC Magazine, downloads reached 

the 2 million mark for a single week in February of 2004 

(Metz). This is a vast improvement over the 500,000 per 

week figure reported during the summer months of 2003. 

While the income from sales of MP3s is currently small when 

compared to album sales, it continues to grow and 

contributes approximately one percent of overall earnings. 

As of 2 6 September albums sold were about 452 million 

units and downloads were about 91 million songs for 2004 

("Market Watch" 57). If we assume that the average price 

of a CD is about the same as it was in 2003 (15 dollars) 

then the dollar value generated by album sales is about 6.8 

billion dollars. At one dollar per song 91 million 

downloads translates to 91 million dollars. If the current 

trend continues, a little over one percent of profits from 

sales will be due to downloading this year. In 2003, the 

money generated from the sales of CD albums was 11.2 

billion dollars, which is down 6.7 percent from 2002. If 

that one percent had been applied to sales in 2002, 112 

million dollars could have been added. In addition, pay-
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for-play downloading is growing very rapidly and may gain 

an even larger percentage on total sales. For the same 

week mentioned previously, downloads compared to 2003 were 

up close to 500 percent. However, because of how the 

income from downloads are split up, no person or company is 

getting rich yet (Garrity 1). 

In the 12 July 2003 issue of Billboard, Brian Garrity 

diagramed the distribution of the average 99 cents 

generated from a download sale. On average, he says, "the 

[record] label is taking home 47 cents [...] the service 

provider is grossing 34 cents [...] and the artist takes 10 

cents. The publisher/songwriter share is 8 cents" 

(Garrity, "Seeking"). However, the label's 47 cents does 

not take into account the production/ promotion costs of 

the song. The forty-seven cents sent to the label is what 

makes the pay-for-play option legal. As stated in the 

previous chapter, the owner of the music being downloaded 

must be compensated for the distribution of their material. 

While CD sales have been declining in recent years (as 

discussed earlier), current numbers indicate that album 

sales are up 6.2 percent for 2004. While this may be due 

in part to the crack down on illegal file sharing, it could 

also be due to an increase in the quality (or appeal) of 
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the music released. Over at least the last three years, 

there has been an abundance of one-hit-wonders (bands or 

artists with one popular song) (Levy 62). This is 

testimony to the lack of quality of CD albums, which is the 

subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EFFECT ON MUSIC QUALITY 

Albums Must Hold a Listener's Interest 

In order to sell CD albums or MP3 singles, a song must 

entertain the listener. To do this the song must be good. 

A good song can be defined as one that has a recognizable 

rhythm, catchy lyrics, and/or a melody with which you can 

sing along. Unfortunately, not everyone's definition of 

what makes a rhythm recognizable, lyrics catchy, or a 

melody sing-able is the same, but there are enough 

similarities for the music industry to give people 

something close enough to what they want in order to sell 

music. 

In the days of records and tapes, at least four songs 

were required on an album to entice someone to listen to 

the album in its entirety. A good song was required near 

the beginning and end to get listeners to keep listening 

through the other songs. Since there were two sides to 

records and tapes, the bookending of two good songs was 

required for each side. In addition, there was no song 

skipping as there is with CDs. If one wanted to skip a 

song, one had to lift the needle and spend a few more 

seconds finding the beginning of the next song, or one had 

20 



to let the tape fast forward to the next song. Of course, 

with tapes there was always the risk (except in the case of 

higher end cassette players) of fast-forwarding too far. 

However, with the development of the CD and instantaneous 

song skipping, if one knew one did not enjoy the next song 

all that was required was one push of a button and that 

song could be skipped. Also with a CD, there is only one 

side so the bookending of "good" songs is reduced to two 

instead of four. The problem with CD albums is that most 

people are unwilling to pay the 15 dollar average price for 

a CD with only two songs worth hearing (Krulwich). 

Robert Krulwich of ABC's "Nightline" has coined the 

term Chumbawamba effect. What is meant by this is that 

many album sales in which hit songs are not offered as 

singles are somewhat worthless to consumers because of the 

lack of good songs. "Tub Thumping" by Chumbawamba was the 

only hit from their album Tub-Thumper. The lack of other 

hit songs is proof enough that the other songs on that 

album were not desirable enough to listeners and buyers of 

the album to request radio play of those other songs. This 

is where pay-for-play downloading steps in. 
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Pay-for-Play Previewing 

Most legal downloading programs have a preview option. 

Potential buyers can play thirty-second clips of the songs 

to determine if the song is fit for purchase. This option 

gives record companies the needed feedback on what 

consumers are looking for in music. Unfortunately, with 

the Chumbawamba effect in CD sales, the bad songs of the 

album still make money when the one hit sells. Pay-for-

play downloading allows costumers only to pay for the good 

songs or the songs they want. This in turn will keep the 

other undesirable songs in these albums from making as much 

money. 

Two possible effects could result from this preview 

option. One possibility is that the lack of sales of the 

undesirable songs will prompt record companies and artists 

to make more quality songs. In an interview with 

Billboard, EMI group (a major record label) CEO Alain Levy 

stated, "Too many [artists] in the industry over the last 

three years [have been] one-hit wonders. We aren't 

creating longstanding artists" (Levy 62). This confession 

reveals the hit-single mind of the music industry. The 

concentration on producing one or two hit songs in an album 

allows the artist to get radio play and in turn sell CDs. 
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Since many of the popular radio singles are not available 

as CD singles, purchase of the full album is required. 

However, as Eric Garland of BigChampagne.com says, "we 

remember that [we] paid eighteen dollars [...] and [we] 

really only got more like a dollar's worth out of the CD" 

(Krulwich). BigChampagne.com monitors P2P downloading 

activity and provides statistics for what is being 

downloaded. So one way to improve album sales is to 

concentrate on more than just the one or two hits and 

create (produce) more music that people will be willing to 

buy. The other option is that for the most part albums 

will cease to exist. Rather than spend the money on 

multiple hits or albums record companies may opt to produce 

only singles. 

Musical Style Copying 

Another effect that file sharing and pay-for-play 

downloading has had on music quality is the increase of 

stylistic copycats. When an up-and-coming band with a 

certain musical style, punk for instance, releases a hit 

song, it seems as though hundreds of punk bands with the 

same style or sound flood the airwaves. The 90s grunge 

craze is one example of this. With the success of Nirvana, 

many bands emulated the Nirvana style. Most of those bands 
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are so obscure and nameless one would be hard-pressed to 

find a record of them. Fast forward to today and one can 

see that, because of MP3s, people are surrounded by more 

music, and can more readily sample different kinds of 

music. Therefore, when a band of one genre has a hit 

today, consumers can more easily find similar music, giving 

rise to even more stylistic copycats. In the previously 

mentioned interview with Alain Levy and David Munns, they 

mentioned how they were now concentrating on the second and 

third albums of artists in order to help boost sales of 

those artists (Levy). 

Better CDs Would Boost Sales 

If the music industry could shift its focus from 

concentrating on single hits to entire albums, a larger fan 

base might be created for each artist. With many teens and 

even older listeners buying music simply because of the 

artists' images, concentrating on those images could also 

greatly help sales. The last week of October 2003 saw 2.5 

million albums sold from the top ten albums alone (Elishu, 

"Superstar" 19). Some of the artists who released albums 

that week were Outkast, Dave Matthews, Limp Bizkit, and 

Obie Trice, all of whom have had multiple albums released 

and, therefore, have developed a fairly large fan base. In 
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order to be that successful, the albums had to be 

moderately good (compared to most albums) to gain that fan-

base. Therefore, a concentration on more singles would 

also help sales. To further improve sales, the music 

industry will have to modify its marketing strategies to 

better promote artists. 
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CHAPTER V 

EFFECT ON MARKETING STRATAGIES 

The method in which the music industry markets its 

commodities, (namely music and/or the performers), 

determines, in part, how much money the performer and 

his/her music will earn. In my opinion, the last decade 

has been a transition in terms of marketing procedures. 

The reaction of the music industry to newer forms of music 

distribution will, in all likelihood, determine the 

condition of the industry for years to come. 

Previous Marketing Strategies 

In the previous marketing structure, promotion was 

primarily based on the quality of a performer's talent. 

New technologies such as Auto Tune, digital audio 

quantization, realistic sampling, and even the personal 

computer have changed how recorded music is made. Auto 

Tune can correct the tuning of a voice that is not quite on 

pitch. Digital audio quantization can correct rhythmic 

imperfections of recorded audio such as guitars, drums, 

vocals, etc. Realistic sampling allows for the creation of 

a vast spectrum of instruments (trumpets, violin, some 

vocal sounds, etc.) using only a keyboard. The personal 

computer equipped with the right software can be used to 
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inexpensively record professional sounding music. Before 

these developments, the music industry had to rely on raw 

talent. If someone did not have a good voice, that person 

probably would not get a record deal. If someone wanted to 

put trumpets or violins in a song, then that someone would 

have to hire another person to actually play the trumpet or 

violin. The industry relied on the musicians' talent to 

enhance the quality of the music being produced. 

By not relying on advanced technology to change the 

quality of the music, the songs that were written had to be 

decent enough to land a musician a recording contract. As 

a result, album quality improved so that people would 

actually spend money on them. Although singles were a 

crucial part of the marketing of bands and performers, 

album sales and concert tickets were most profitable. More 

artists also created multiple albums. Bands such as the 

Beatles, the Beach Boys, Led Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones, 

and even Metallica have released numbers of albums with 

popular songs on most of them. 

Before the digital age, the only way to buy recorded 

music was from a music/record store or by going to a 

concert. Illegal copies of music were hard to obtain and 

the quality of the recording left much to be desired. The 
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improvements in technology (PC and digital audio) have not 

only increased the quality of illegal music, but also 

studio recordings. 

Possible Future Marketing Strategies 

Because we now have all the previously mentioned 

technologies (AutoTune, digital audio, sampling, PCs, etc.) 

musicians are not required to be as talented. The image or 

the persona of the performer is almost more important than 

the music created. With music producers receiving as much 

recognition as the artist, it is no wonder that the 

artist's talent seems to have been pushed aside. Likewise, 

the obsession with the single has plagued the music 

industry, which may be another contributing factor to their 

drop in sales based on the statements made by the CEO of 

EMI (Levy). 

One possibility for the future marketing of musicians 

is the eradication of most album formats. With pay-for-

play downloading becoming ever more popular, sales of 

singles are higher than they have been in three years, 

according to numbers from Billboard and RIAA ("Market 

Watch" 57). With the production focus shifting from albums 

to singles, time would be not wasted producing songs that 

receive no radio play. This would give producers more time 
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to focus on songs that would be considered radio worthy, 

thereby increasing the overall quality of music produced— 

as perceived by consumers. However, there may always be 

musicians who focus their musical attention on creating an 

entire experience of music, namely the album, as a 

compilation of the artist's work. Conversely, as can be 

seen by picking up a copy of most pop albums, many popular 

artists perform songs written by someone else. 

Another possibility for the future is one in which 

P2Ps actually fulfill the function of radio for the digital 

age. The invention of the radio dramatically changed the 

music industry. People were no longer required to buy 

music. They could sit at home and listen to it magically 

play from a box in their living room. Music sales dropped 

sharply, but years later, the radio became the music 

industry's best friend (Krulwich). In a March 2004 

rebuttal to the RIAA, Felix Oberholzer of Harvard Business 

School and Koleman Strumpf of the University of North 

Carolina found that file sharing might be doing the same 

thing. They claim that, worst case scenario, "it would 

take 5,000 downloads to reduce the sales of an album by one 

copy" (Oberholzer 23). They even go as far to say that 

file-sharing "has considerably increased the consumption of 
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recorded music" (Oberholzer 26). This could mean that file 

sharing would be a means for consumers to sample and then 

buy new music. Therefore, file sharing might lead to pay-

for-play downloading if file sharing is accepted. 

As an example, shared playlists, which is a feature of 

Apple's iTunes program, might have a buy button as an 

option. While music files are not transferred between 

computers, users can access and play music located on 

another computer. This creates a sort of Internet radio, 

over which the listener has complete control, thereby 

avoiding the copyright infringement associated with 

downloading. Some Internet radio stations (i.e. Yahoo!'s 

LaunchCast, Nullsoft's ShoutCast, etc.) even allow 

listeners to purchase and download songs from the 

broadcast. 

Pay-for-play downloading is experiencing many of the 

same criticisms and growing pains that other technologies 

experienced in the first few years of their development. 

While there are still problems and lessons to be learned, 

pay-for-play is creating a niche for itself in the music 

market. These lessons and problems will be discussed in 

the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Lessons to the Music Industry 

The many past mistakes made by the music industry 

should have allowed it to avoid the problems it has had 

with file sharing and to fully embrace pay-for-play 

downloading. First, the industry should not ignore 

technology. Industry leaders often attacked technologies 

that could prove helpful (if used cooperatively). Evidence 

of this was the music industry's fear of radio. Many 

people were so fascinated by radio that they would gather 

in the streets just to hear it (Krulwich). Therefore, when 

people bought radios for their homes there was no reason 

for them to buy records or go to concerts. Families could 

enjoy all types of music (recorded and live) from the 

privacy of their home and all without spending a dime. 

Similarly, when the Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) was 

invented, the movie industry objected, because people no 

longer had to go to a theater to watch movies; they could 

be bought and watched repeatedly at home. 

Ultimately, when the industries accepted the 

technologies good fortune usually followed. In the case of 

radio, it is now a means to advertise which music is 
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popular and prompts people to go to their local music store 

and buy a CD. In the case of video tape and more recently 

Digital Video Discs (DVDs), moviemakers now make large 

profits on sales and rentals that can overshadow sales at 

the box office. Therefore, if the industry embraces pay-

for-play downloading as a cheap way of marketing new and 

old artists, it could bring about a symbiosis much like 

radio. 

Another lesson to be learned is consolidation. There 

are so many online music stores that to list them would be 

almost impossible. By the time all were named, another 

would have popped up and two would have shut down. This is 

nothing new either. The development of radio saw a flood 

of radio vendors. In one video clip from ABC's Nightline, 

a street was lined with nothing but radio stores 

(Krulwich). When Community Access Cable (CATV) was 

becoming popular, practically every city that could afford 

a system had one. When the Internet and the World Wide Web 

grew in popularity, every phone company, computer store, 

and the like owned an Internet Service Provider (ISP), The 

same happened with all these technologies. When everybody 

begins providing a service or commodity, it floods the 

market, thereby causing many of the providers (suppliers) 
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to lose money and eventually close their doors or stop 

providing the service. As is the case with all the 

aforementioned technologies, many of the smaller suppliers 

banded together to form co-ops, merged into larger 

companies, or had basic contracts to lower competition 

(Arar 55). These cooperative efforts allowed the quality 

of the service offered to eventually improve, which in turn 

drew more customers and ultimately increased profits. Only 

the companies that had the highest quality products or 

services combined with the lowest prices survived. Pay-

for-play downloading success will be determined by larger 

services with the best selection, quality, and even 

customer service. 

A lesson to be learned by consumers is to be wary of 

lesser-known downloading services. There is the 

possibility for a less-than-desirable quality of encoding 

for downloaded songs. This is also a problem with file 

sharing (Goodell 33). Low bit rates keep file sizes down, 

but lower quality to less-than-CD, less-than-tape, or less-

than-radio. When browsing a lesser-known online music 

store, the selection of songs offered may be quite limited. 

In order to sell music online, contracts are required so 

that royalties are sent to the copyright holders. A 
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smaller online music store may not have the contracts to be 

able to allow a large selection of music. As can also be 

the case with file sharing, mislabeled songs could be a 

problem. You may think you are getting a particular song 

that turns out to be either a cheap imitation or a 

completely different song, which is where customer service 

comes in. In the case of a download interruption, 

mislabeled download, or equipment malfunction, a good 

customer service department might be helpful. Smaller 

stores might be able to provide good service, but may be 

unwilling or unable to assist you. Larger services have 

more resources for their customer assistance. 

Current Problems 

While pay-for-play downloading services are growing in 

popularity, there are still inherent problems with their 

function. As is true with many changes in media, music 

availability may be minimal or limited. Many lesser-known 

artists and/or songs are unavailable for legal download. 

While popular music is easy to come by simply because of 

its popularity, connoisseurs of music may not be able to 

find the obscure artist (by national standards). As was 

mentioned earlier, contracts between record companies (or 

artists themselves) are required so that royalties are paid 
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to the copyright holders. This becomes very difficult with 

bands whose label only has one or two signed artists or for 

the independent artist who has no record deal. Another 

possible problem is price. With service providers and 

record labels seeing little profit from the current price 

structure, price may increase, and if it does customers may 

be paying two or three dollars for one song. 

While there may be many other effects of pay-for-play 

downloading on the music industry, the effect on music 

sales, quality, and marketing is evident. The 

possibilities for the future are vast and may completely 

change the way consumers buy music especially if pay-for-

play downloading becomes a widely accepted medium. Music 

sales may stabilize from added online sales. Music quality 

may improve as a result of a concentration on singles 

rather than albums. The marketing of music may change to 

include file sharing and pay-for-play downloading and focus 

on the artist's image rather than music. 
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